Joslin Fitzgerald
An Escaping Princess and a Runaway Prince

When Princess Kay and her ordinary twin brother, Prince Jay,
decided to run away one day they did not have a clue what amusing
adventures and double trouble would soon be coming their way.
Yes, much to their dismay, as they took their first few steps astray on
that day in May they quickly noticed not all was going okay in their
naughty confused play.
No, not everything would go as planned on that morning's flight into
Buggy Land, and the twins would soon find themselves in an awful
plight.
Yes, in a fight for their lives after meeting some nice lice, kind flies,
neat ants, grouchy rats, and cranky bats things would change
overnight. So in greeting more uckies, and seeking the eekies, things
were not what they seemed as an icky rash would appear quickly
from the kids’ heads, cheeks, knees, to their feet!
No the kids were no longer having fun on their running away day in
the sun! But they were learning very valuable life lessons about love,
being kind, staying home, roaming, and not running away!
Yes, they were learning a lot about what not to do on that first day in
May. But for that to make sense to the sweet twins, Jay and Kay, they
would first go on a buggie hunting mission, and then out to tea with
the fleas, while meeting Slimy Slim the singing Slug Bug, Mikey
Ben the guitar playing Vampire Fly, Dee Lynn the dancing
centipede, and Timmy Glenn the football playing caterpillar feller.
Yes, including eating a cookie that made them feel ookie.
Oh no! But first, they would also get caught in a frozen rain that
shelled them with icy pain. Yes, the blue two running away would
find friends and foes in a dark haunted cave.
The twins would also get lost in a forgotten spotted swamp filled to
the brim with cranky ants, batty bats, dirty rats, and hissing alley
cats who were playing hide and seek games, while staying behind
the rocky gate, peeking and peeping waiting for the kids.
Ah, but this would just be the very start of their magical adventure
and reality woes, while they were chasing the fairy tale, and tracking
the Fairies’ tails, watching as their childish royal itches would grow.
But for the best of the rest, and to see how the wind blows, you will
have to read on some more to see how the story goes!

